
Hampton College Primary Phase Topic Overview 

Year 3   Topic: Gods and Mortals 

 

 

Art 

Year 3 will begin by learning 
some skills associated with 

sculpture.  Working with clay, 
the children will sculpt the 

head of an Ancient Greek god, 
the Minotaur’s head and an 
Ancient Greek pot.  Towards 
the end of this unit of work, 

the children will design a 
painted decoration and then 

add that to their pot. 
 

English 

In true Ancient Greek 
tradition, this half-term’s 

English learning will revolve 
around myths and legends. 

Children will learn about 
creative applications of 
descriptive language, 

character speech, story 
structure and typical plot 
lines that can be found in 
real examples of Ancient 

Greek myths.  The unit will 
end with the children writing 

their own myth. 

 

Mathematics 

During the second half of 
the spring term, Year 3 will 
be focussing on fractions, 

followed then by mass and 
capacity.  As part of the 

fractions unit the children 
will learn about unit and 

non-unit fractions, how to 
count in fractions and begin 
to understand equivalence 

within fractions.  Within 
mass and capacity, the 

children will learn how to 
measure using grammes and 

kilogrammes, as well as 
using millilitres and litres to 
determine the capacity of a 

container.  

History  

Ancient Greece was an 
advanced and fascinating 
culture.  Year 3 will study 

their lifestyle, crucial 
inventions and notable 

people.  Throughout this 
unit, children will draw 
comparisons between 

Ancient Greece and the Iron 
Age, as they happened at 

similar times.  Cultures and 
practices will be compared 

and similarities will be noted.   
 

Religious Education 

In RE, Year 3 will start the half 
term learning about Ganesh 
Chaturthi and they will finish 

the half term in a timely 
manner by learning about lent. 

Physical Education 

Outdoors, Year 3 will learn the 
game of basketball.  Shooting 

techniques, dribbling and 
passing will be covered in 

depth.  Indoors, badminton 
will be the focus, testing the 

children’s coordination to the 
limit. 

 

PSHE 

Year 3 will continue to 
learn about strategies for 

and the importance of 
keeping themselves safe in 

both real life and online 
situations. 

 

Science 

Year 3 will study forces!  This 
unit of work will be packed 

with experiments and 
investigations.  Children will 
pursue their curiosities while 

conducting fair trials and 
reflecting on improvements 

that could be made. 

 


